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Abstract: The status of current advances in modifying surfaces for the protection of materials is 

reviewed in this research. The main goal of material selection is to improve and reinforce surface 

functionalities. A few examples of surface modification techniques include sol-gel, cladding, 

electroplating, plasma and thermal spraying, physical deposition of vapors (PVD), vapor chemical 

deposition (CVD) and beam electron physical vapor deposition (EB-PVD). Strengthening by flame, 

induction, laser or electron beam is one type of surface modification procedure. Other types include 

plasma-immersed ion implantation and ion implantation at high energies, as well as diffusion 

treatments like carburizing and nitriding. Friction control, improved surface corrosion and wear 

resistance and changes to a component’s mechanical or physical qualities are all possible using surface 

modification methods. The study also contains contemporary research in laser therapy, PVD, EB-PVD, 

thermal spraying and ion implantation. Additionally, magnetron sputtering (MS) is a widely used and 

successful approach for thin film coating in the current study. It is crucial to remember that each 

approach has a distinct set of restrictions, and the method’s parameters might change based on the one 

that is selected, such as deposition targets, overall vacuum substrate temperature, reactive or mixed 

gas type, pressure percentage and bias voltage, which all have impacts on the PVD technique’s layer 

qualities. Phase formation, change in phase, hardness and film structure of monolayer and multilayer 

films formed on the substrate under various circumstances also cause variations in the characteristics. 

Additionally, ion implantation enhances the surface characteristics of layers by implanting ions such 

as N+, B+, C+, etc. The study shows that the higher layers of multilayer enhance the degree of hardness 

and lower friction coefficients. To enhance the protection of thermal resistance, a thermal spraying 

barrier coating was coated on substrate nickel-base alloys, and the surface materials’ texture, hardness  
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and wear rate were altered by laser beam. Additionally, a heat pipe’s performance was improved by a 

factor of 300 by adding a tiny coating of gold. 

Keywords: thermal spray; ion implantation; thermal barrier coating; laser treatment; physical vapor 

deposition 

 

1. Introduction 

Numerous surface protection methods have been developed recently to offer the best possible 

protection for substances based on their surroundings, circumstances of use and compatibility with the 

substrate’s material. Numerous surface treatment methods exist that have been demonstrated to be 

efficient for protecting the surface and other functional goals and are already in use on an industrial 

basis. As shown in Figure 1, there are three broad categories that may be used to group all surface 

treatments [1,2]. 

 

Figure 1. Classification of techniques used to modify surface [2]. 

1.1. Surface modification for material protection by coating technology 

Understanding the fundamentals of surface characteristics and the methods used to modify them 

requires the use of advanced characterization techniques. Surface-related issues that come up during 

prototype design, modeling or process testing are easier for mechanical engineers to handle if they 

have a good background in surface characterization. In particular, chemical structure analysis, 

mechanical properties testing (such as toughness, resistance to fracture, coefficient of abrasion and 

wear rate), evaluation of surface topography (including roughness and texturing), thermal-chemical 

safeguards (such as corrosion and oxidation) and other methods of characterization are pertinent in the 

context of tools for manufacturing and component surface protection. 
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Electro-plating and electroless coating 

Due to its easy installation and top-notch performance, electro-deposition is a frequently utilized 

modern surface-treatment technology. With this method, metallic precursors are chemically reduced, 

and either self-catalytic or galvanic processes, either electroplating or electroless, are used to generate 

a solid, thin film on the cathode (component). In comparison to electroplating, the electroless technique 

has a slower rate of deposition. Figure 2 shows depositing a thin layer of metal through electroplating 

coating of metal using electrolytic cells onto an electrically conductive surface [3]. 

 

Figure 2. Electroplating cell [2]. 

To preserve tools and components, electro-deposition techniques frequently employ hard chrome, 

copper, nickel and zinc. Between CrO3 and H2SO4, there is a galvanic response, which, in the absence 

of catalyst chemicals, results in the dissolution of metal Cr, which is how hard chromium is made. By 

using this method, extremely porous films that have excellent hardness and low coefficients of  

friction (COFs) are produced. Exceptional resistance to abrasion and extremely low stickiness are two 

characteristics of hard chromium. Nickel is also often used as a coating to protect tooling and 

component surfaces from wear and corrosion [4–6]. 

2.2. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) coatings 

As seen in Figure 3, chemical vapor deposition (CVD), also known as the vacuum plating 

technique, involves the gaseous precipitation of substrates onto a specific surface. Chemical vapor 

deposition, according to heat and whether there is a source of plasma, may be further separated into 

thermal CVD and plasma-assisted CVD (PACVD) assisting procedures. The sorts of substances that 

can be covered are restricted by the effects of thermal deterioration since surfaces in thermal CVD 

must be maintained at temperatures around 800 and 1000 °C. The tools’ dimensions might change as 

a result of the high temperatures reached during CVD cycles. 

The typical thickness of a thermal CVD coating can vary depending on the application’s details, 

and the composition of the material that is being deposited for tooling protection might range from 5 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b6/Copper_electroplating.svg
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to 20 microns. At the interfaces between the coating and the substrate, induced atomic diffusion is what 

gives thermal CVD coatings their excellent adhesion strength. 

Thus, thermal CVD is a suggested method for tools used in cold/hot forges and metal shaping, 

both of which subject tools to significant normal and shear stresses. Additionally, reduced residual 

stresses in CVD coatings contribute to their increased toughness and resilience to fatigue. Chromium 

nitride (CrN), titanium nitride (TiN) and titanium nitrate with carbon (TiCN) are the three coating 

compounds that are most frequently employed to protect tooling. Vanadium and hafnium are two more 

transition metals with carbon nitrides that may be CVD-applied and provide an excellent balance of 

toughness and low COF. Plasma-activated CVD (PACVD), which employs plasma activating the 

precursor gases to encourage the formation of dense thin films, is a thermal CVD substitute. Even at 

deposit temperatures between 200 and 300 °C, this is still true. This reduces the consequences of steel 

tool size distortion. For deposition of films onto a wider range of substrate materials, PACVD is a 

viable substitute. 

The literature also mentions other CVD activation procedures, such as microwave Radio 

frequency (RF) plasma-aided CVD, hollowed cathode CVD and hot-filament-aided CVD. For their 

high degree of hardness (1500–3000 HV) and extremely low COFs (as low as 0.1 versus bearing steels), 

carbon-like diamond films (CLD) are a practical alternative to protective coatings. When utilizing the 

proper bonding layers, they can be formed with strong adhesive strength at comparatively low 

temperatures of approximately 300 °C. Steel and other extremely rigid metal substrates already have 

silicon-based coatings pre-deposited on them to increase the adherence of CLDs to them [7–10]. 

 

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of CVD [11]. 

2.3. Coatings generated via the physical vapor deposition (PVD) technique 

A procedure of coating using high vacuum called physical vapor deposition is used to preserve 

tooling as well as for a number of technological uses, including optical science, photovoltaic 

conversion and decorating. PVD involves using physical techniques like arc discharge, lasers, electron 

bombardment-driven sputter transfer of heat, etc. to create a solid’s vapor stream substance (referred 

to as the target) in a vacuum. Currently, the three main PVD processes utilized for industry tooling 

protection are electron beams (EB), magnetron sputtering (MS) and cathodic arc evaporation (CAE) [12]. 
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2.3.1. Cathodic arc evaporation (CAE) 

Cathodic arc evaporation (CAE) sources are commonly used for industrial tool protection. A 

target material is subjected to a high electron density in CAE, which accelerates the rate of surface 

evaporation. The procedure’s allotted energy pushes the evaporating material. Deposition is the process 

through which atoms migrate toward their substrate. Energy levels are between the tens and hundreds 

of eV. With the intense ionization produced during electron discharges (up to 90% of the vaporized 

species), this technique produces homogenous, dense coatings with compressive residual strains. 

Reactive gases that can be introduced to the discharge process in order to deposit metal compound 

films include N2, O2 and C2H2, as shown in Figure 4 [13]. 

 

Figure 4. A schematic picture of cathodic arc evaporation (CAE) PVD [14]. 

2.3.2. Ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD) with magnetron sputtering (MS) 

Low-pressure plasma is contained near an evaporating target by a suitable arrangement of static 

or cyclic electric or magnetic fields in magnetron sputtering sources. Restrictive plasma striking the 

subject material causes atoms to be expelled from the target material in the direction of the substrate. 

The sputtering atoms’ energies are frequently only a few eV, and their ionization rates are typically 

low (less than 5% of the total sputtering atoms). Due to these factors, post-ionization and acceleration 

are required to give them adequate energy during the deposition phase, or impact energy. One can 

achieve this by applying a few tens of volts of negative voltage (also known as a bias potential) to 

polarize the substrate’s surface. In these conditions, the ionization-inert species bombardment (often 

Ar atoms) onto the developing film coexists with the deposit of sputtered atoms. Each arriving atom 

is given enough energy by this combination technique, known as ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD), 

to form dense, well-adhered layers. 

In order to speed up the ionization process and increase the energy of the sputtered atoms, sources of 

high-power impulses and magnetrons (HIPIMS) can also be utilized. HIPIMS use high-energy (MW/cm2) 
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millisecond magnetic pulses. Ionization rates must reach around 80% during the sputtering operation, 

and all deposit species must be present. Sputtering procedures can be used to apply solid lubricants or 

coatings that reduce friction. All Me: C protective coatings fall under this category, where Me denotes 

a specific type of metal, and C denotes various carbonaceous phases that are present in the film. 

Additionally, low COF materials like MoS2 or WS2 can be deposited as thin films using sputtering 

techniques. (Sputtering occurs when atoms are dynamically expelled out of a target as a result of the 

impact of ions or energetic neutral particles.) Figure 5 displays a schematic for RF magnetron 

sputtering [7,15]. 

 

Figure 5. A schematic diagram of RF magnetron sputtering [16]. 

A well-known method for creating intricate and durable coatings, such as TiAlN, is reactive 

sputtering, and it is also known as the MSIP (magnetron sputtering ion plating) method of manufacture. 

Different layers can be created by adding reactive gases like oxygen, acetylene and nitrogen to the 

coating process. Including TiC, CrN, BN, SiC, TiCrN, TiAlN, TiAlCN, TiAlC [9], Al2O3 and TiAlON 

coatings, these coatings can enhance hardness and reduce wear, thereby extending the lifespan of 

cutting tools [17–20]. 

2.4. Thermal spray coating processes 

The method of applying coatings using specialized equipment or systems that shoot molten or 

molten spray materials at high speeds onto a clean, ready-to-use component surface is known as 

thermal spray. This term, though, falls short of describing the intricate nature of the thermal spraying 

procedure. The fundamental concept of molten spraying is depicted in Figure 6, in which a heat source 

melts the covering of the basic components for the feed, which is then propelled onto a base material 

by process gases. Upon coming into contact with the base substance, the molten substance solidifies 

and forms a solid layer on top [21]. 

There are numerous methods used to apply the thermally sprayed coatings, including high-speed 

oxyfuel spraying (HVOF), spraying plasma, electric arc wire spraying and traditional spraying flame [23]. 
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Figure 6. The presented diagram illustrates the fundamental concept of thermal spray [22]. 

2.4.1. Flame spray using fine particles 

While the coating procedure uses spray powder rather than wires as the coating material, it 

functions on the same principles as the flames in the wire spray procedure (as shown in Figure 7). 

Since some materials cannot be made in wire shape, a larger variety of spray materials can now be used. 

 

Figure 7. A diagram that demonstrates the process of powder flame spray [22]. 

2.4.2. Oxy-fuel spray with high velocity (HVOF) 

Modern thermal spraying techniques like the fast oxyfuel spray (HVOF) process use supersonic 

jets as opposed to flames to spray material. Particle bombardment of the substrate occurs faster as a 

result, improving the coating’s characteristics. In contrast to flame spraying, as depicted in Figure 8, 

the jet expands near the gun exit. The procedure can make use of a variety of fuel gases, such as 

hydrogen, acetylene, propylene, natural gas and propane, as well as fluid fuels like kerosene [22]. 
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Figure 8. A diagram that depicts the process of oxyfuel spray at high velocity (HVOF) [7]. 

2.4.3. The plasma spraying procedure 

The schematic diagram illustrates the plasma spraying principle. To start a high-frequency arc, a 

tungsten cathode and anode are utilized. A brightly colored plasma cloud that can reach several 

centimeters in length develops as the fuel, which may consist of He, H2, N2 or a combination of them, 

passes between the two electrodes and is ionized. The plume’s inside can get as hot as 16000 K. The 

powdered spray material is introduced into the plasma cloud from outside the gun’s nozzle. As depicted 

in Figure 9, the powder melts within the plume and is ejected onto the material’s surface by gases. For 

some purposes, a modified form of plasma spread is used, where the coating is implemented in a 

regulated, lower-pressure setting. As opposed to the spraying of the atmospheric plasma technique, 

which applies the coating in the air, the vacuum plasma spray (VPS) produces coatings of the highest 

caliber because it considerably reduces the amount of oxidation that the melted particles  

experience [22,24]. 

2.4.4. Energy comparison of the thermal spray process 

The general methods used by the previously stated technologies to give the spray particles thermal 

and kinetic energies differ. The attainable flame temperature determines the thermal energy, whereas 

the gas velocity determines the movement energy of the spray particle. In Figure 10, the spray 

techniques are compared in terms of energy, where plasma spraying’s greater temperature makes it 

particularly appropriate for substances with high melting points, such as ceramics. The HVOF 

technique, on the other hand, is advantageous for spraying substances like tungsten carbide (TC) 

coatings due to its excellent thermal efficiency and low kinetic energy. It also has a good impact on 

coating qualities. A comparison of these methods is most interesting in light of the coatings produced. 

A comparison of coating technologies, thicknesses and applications is given in Table 1 [25]. 
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Figure 9. A schematic graphic is used to explain the plasma spray procedure [7,24]. 

2.5. Materials for PVD coating surface modification 

TiN, TiCN, AlTiN and CrN are the PVD coatings that are most frequently employed in industrial 

anti-wear applications, according to Table 1. These coatings are applied between 450 and 550 °C for 

processing when precursor gases like O2, N2 or C2H2 are present. The temperature ranges used for tool 

steels, such as HSS and cold- and hot-work steels, among others, are often compatible with these 

deposition temperatures. Steels used in powder metallurgy for tools work particularly well for 

sustaining PVD-hard coatings. Likewise, cutting tools made of sintered hard metals have great load 

stability and adhesion strength for PVD hard coating. Among these, the coating that is most frequently 

used for cutting and shaping tools is titanium nitride (TiN) because of its low frictional resistance, high 

hardness and durability [27]. 

 

Figure 10. Energy comparison of thermal spray processes [25]. 
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Table 1. Comparison between coating processes, materials and applications [26]. 

Process Coating Thickness of 

Coating 

Material Coating Purpose Application 

PVD 1 to 5 µm Ti (N, C) Anti-wear Machine tools 

CVD 1 to 50 µm SiC Anti-wear Fiber coatings 

Baked polymers 1 to 10 µm  Anti-corrosion, appearance Automotive 

Thermal spray 0.04 to 3 mm Metallic and ceramic alloy Anti-wear and corrosion Bearing 

Plate of hard 

chromium 

10 to 100 µm Chrome Anti-wear Wheels 

Overlay weld 0.5 to 5 mm Satellite and steel Anti-wear Piston 

Galvanize 1 to 5 µm Zinc Protection, anti-corrosion Sheet of steel 

Overlay braze 10 to 100 µm Ni, B, Cr and Si alloys Extremely dense, hard surface Round shafts 

TiN is also a good film for both decorating and protecting domestic products and other consumer 

products due to its golden-like tint. In contrast, TiCN has a smaller COF and a harder surface than TiN 

but less thermal stability. However, AlTiN coatings are now commonly used for high speed and dry-

machining tools because of their higher thermal stability and better hardness than TiN. They were first 

developed for industrial use in the 1990s. CrN can be used in injection molding of plastic and other 

forming processes where galls need to be eliminated, even though it has less hardness than TiN and a 

far lower adhesive COF. When slipping on stainless steel, newly developed CrCN coatings 

demonstrate an even lower adhesion coefficient of friction than CrN. Similar to CrN in hardness, ZrN 

has a moderate affinity for aluminum. Due to its properties, including its low affinity for aluminum 

and its suitability for machining non-ferrous alloys, ZrN is advised as a coating for Al-transformation 

dies (extrusion, injection). Like TiN, ZrN has a brass-like hue that makes it a good candidate for 

decorative coatings. On bearing components that are not exposed to extremely high temperatures, solid 

lubricious coatings such as WC-C or MoS2 are also used. 

For a PVD coating (duplex procedures), an effective load-support surface can be created by a 

strong nitrided layer created utilizing nitriding procedures. With an initial thickness of two layers  

from 10 to 15 nm and making both of different materials, typically metal-ceramic or hard ceramic-

ceramic, proposed nanometer-level thin films have been shown to display high hardness or toughness. 

Finely grained coverings known as nano-composites can be produced by the thin-film depositing of 

immiscible phases. It has been discovered that multi-phase coatings have higher hardness and 

toughness values than their single-phase counterparts. For instance, adding silicon to TiN or AlTiN 

films in amounts of around 8% to 10% can raise the hardness values of those materials by a ratio of 1.5 

to 2. Furthermore, nanocomposites of (Si, Al) TiN are suitable for high-speed dry cutting of materials 

that are challenging to manufacture because they can maintain their mechanical characteristics even at 

temperatures for annealing above 800–900 °C. The many kinds of layers of coating and their 

characteristics are summarized in Table 2 [10,28–30]. 
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Table 2. Common PVD coating materials’ characteristics and deposition parameters[31]. 

Coating PVD Process Hardness 

measurements 

(GPa) 

µ Max. working T 

(°C) 
Cathodic EB MS 

TiN ✓ ✓ ✓ 20–25 0.6–0.8 500 

TiCN ✓ ✓ ✓ 25–30 0.3–0.5 300 

TiAlN ✓ ✓ ✓ 25–30 0.6–0.8 500–700 

AlTiN ✓ ✓ ✓ 30–35 0.6–0.8 600–800 

AlSiN-Nc ✓  ✓ 35–40 0.6–0.8 800–1000 

CrN ✓ ✓ ✓ 18–20 0.6–0.8 600–800 

ZrN ✓  ✓ 25–28 0.5–0.7 400–500 

WC/C   ✓ 10–15 0.2–0.4 200–250 

MoS2   ✓ 10–15 0.1–0.3 200–300 

DLC   ✓ 10–40 0.1– 0.2 200–300 

2.6. Thermal spraying coating materials 

It is widely accepted that, for a thermal spray coating material, any substance that does not break 

down after melting is acceptable. According to the thermal spraying procedure, the coating material 

may take the shape of wire or powder. The most popular material classes are included in Table 3, along 

with their usual applications, traits and examples of how they are typically utilized. It takes expert 

understanding of the service environments and the raw materials involved to choose an appropriate 

material for coating for a certain application. 

The method of manufacture of the powdered substance (i.e., agglomerated, sintered or 

composited), particle shape, particle size distribution and physical properties like coefficient of 

elongation, melting point, density and heat conductivity can all affect coating performance. There are 

many possible combinations because the majority of spraying materials are available as alloys or mixes. 

Making the right choice requires extensive knowledge and years of experience. By material class, 

Table 3 lists a few significant coating features [25,32]. 

Table 3. Classes of thermal spraying materials [33]. 

Material Class Typical Alloy Characteristics Example 

Pure metal Zn Corrosion-resistant Steel construction  

Self-fluxing alloys FeNiBSi High hardness with little porosity fused Shafts and bearings 

Alloy steel Fe13Cr Cheap, resistant to wear and corrosion Repairing materials 

MCrAlY NiCrAlY Anti-corrosion at high temperatures Blades of a gas turbine 

Nickel-graphite Ni25C Anti-wear Input duct for a compressor 

Oxides Al2O3 High hardness, oxidation resistance  Industrial textiles 

Carbides WC12Co Resistance to wear Round shafts 
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2.6.1. Some applications of surface modification by thermal spray coatings 

Hard chromium plating can be substituted with pure chromium and different carbide coatings to 

provide corrosion and wear protection. 

There are coatings for medical implants that function as bioactive hydroxyapatite coatings or 

biocompatible titanium coatings, which can hasten the formation of natural bone into the outer layer 

of the prosthesis. 

The manufacturing components’ surface characteristics that come into contact with the thread in 

textile equipment are very important. To increase fiber production, ceramic oxide coatings, often 

combined with a nickel bonded coat for corrosion prevention, are employed. 

For a variety of purposes, including high temperatures corrosion resistance, insulation from heat, 

clearance control and the restoration of superalloy parts with coatings of similar composition, 

thermally sprayed coatings are used in gas turbines, both static and flying. 

Coatings for rollers and cylinders are widely used in the printing industry’s printing equipment. 

Several coatings have been created in cooperation with consumers in this business to fulfill their needs. 

Plasma-sprayed chrome oxide coatings with extremely fine microstructures, which are 

subsequently laser engraved with a narrow and precise pattern, are advantageous for inking rollers. 

There are uses for consumer items even though many thermal spray coatings were initially created 

for specialized components. For instance, ceramic coatings can shield iron sole plates from abrasion, 

and non-stick frying pans can have anti-stick coatings put on them. 

Coatings are employed in the automotive sector not just for many small components but also for 

aluminum block engines. The interior of cylinder bores can be coated with wear-resistant materials 

using a specialized rotating plasma gun manipulator. 

Rolls that can withstand high heat loads and protect themselves from molten zinc or corrosive 

slag attack are necessary for the steel  working sector. For usage on newly developed parts and 

maintenance operations, a number of systems for coating have been certified. 

The operating environments for rollers in the printing industry are varied and include wear, 

chemical damage from dyes, heat stress on heat wheels and stresses from cutting blades. These criteria 

have led to the development of coatings, particularly for calendar rolls that demand a high surface 

polish over an extended period of time. 

Coatings are used in aerospace applications in addition to gas turbines, such as on the interior of 

combustion chambers [34,35]. 

Ni-Cr-Al, Ni-Cr and Ni-Al are frequently utilized as tools for repairing alloyed steels, and thermal 

spray coatings can be used to return components to their original dimensions. 

PTFE, a polymer which is resistant to acids and bases and durable at extreme temperatures up 

to 400 °C, is a component in non-stick cookware coatings like the Teflon coating. There is little danger 

of overheating because household cooking pans typically do not reach temperatures of 300 °C [36,37]. 

2.7. Surface modification by implanting ions 

Surface bombardment methods like ion implantation are frequently used for tribological purposes 

and in other fields like microelectronics, optics and biomaterials that call for certain surface functions. 

Using this method, ionized species that have been inserted into the initial atomic layers assault a solid 

surface. A target-specific vacuum chamber, an electrostatic acceleration mechanism, and an ion 
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production source are necessary for ion implantation. Using precursors that are transformed into the 

vapor phase, ions are produced physically in a discharge chamber. The two main ion implantation 

modes are linear acceleration mode and charge/mass selective mode. Prior to being filtered by a 

quadrupole magnet based on charge and mass, ions are pre-accelerated in charge/mass selection mode. 

After being filtered, the beam ions are post-accelerated and pointed at the target component [38]. 

Figure 11 depicts the mass/charge choosing pre-acceleration of the species ionized prior to their 

charge and mass filtration by a quadrupole magnet. This mode gives improved precision since it 

reduces impurities from different production steps. Because ion implantation uses a line-of-sight 

method, every surface that is being treated must be exposed to the ion beam directly. The method can 

only be used on simple surface geometries as a result. To get around this limitation, new sources of 

plasma-immersion ion implantation (PIII), which allow for the powerful bombardment of uneven 

surfaces with various ionized atom species, are being developed [39,40]. 

The ion beam is filtered, focused, and then post-accelerated before being directed towards the 

target component. The target component’s chamber discharges all ionized species created during that 

process in that direction. When in use, as shown in Figure 11, the linear acceleration mode. As a result 

of the possibility that the final beam may contain contaminants from various manufacturing stages, 

this approach is less precise than the charge/mass selection option. Although it does not change the 

general appearance of sharp-edged tool characteristics. 

On an industrial scale, it has been discovered that nitrogen ion implantation is the most efficient 

way to increase the hardness of metallurgical components. When nitrogen species, usually N2
+ and N+, 

are implanted onto the surfaces of transition metals, nitride phases are created, which boost the treated 

surfaces’ hardness and toughness. For instance, examinations for aluminum, titanium and AISI 316 of 

hardness and coefficient of friction following nitrogen ion implantation reveal sizable variations. 

Additionally, nitrogen implantation results in crystalline lattice expansion at the treated metals’ 

surfaces, which is seen as the emergence of new peaks of diffraction that are farther from the original 

lattice structure’s diffraction angles. The lattice distortion, which results in high compressive stress, 

makes the implanted surfaces stronger and more durable. 

The surface hardnesses of some alloyed steels, titanium or aluminum alloys and even some 

thermoplastics like polyethylene (PE) and polycarbonate (PC) can be increased by nitrogen ion 

implantation. Additionally, metal species like Cr, Ti or Al can be implanted into Ni alloys to boost their 

hardness. Furthermore, the implantation of gaseous and low-atomic-weight metals can enhance the 

anti-corrosion properties of particular alloys [38]. 

To increase the resistance to wear of current therapeutic materials, particularly for load-bearing 

implants like hip joints, a growing amount of interest is being exhibited in research into the creation 

of materials with excellent wear resistance and surface modification techniques. The following 

qualities should be present in the optimum materials or material combinations for hard tissue 

regeneration prostheses: a “biocompatible” chemical composition to prevent unfavorable tissue 

reactions, a superior resistance to environmental damage (corrosion) in the human body, enough 

strength to withstand the cyclic loading experienced by the joint, a low modulus to reduce bone 

desorption and high durability to wear to reduce debris generation [31]. 
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Figure 11. Schematic diagram of the implanter machine [7]. 

As a consequence, titanium and titanium-based alloys fall short of all “ideal” material 

specifications. Additionally, because people are living longer generally, and there are younger patients 

getting implants, biomedical research is now more focused on the constraints of the material over the 

long term, such as wear, strength against fatigue and long-term biological compatibility, than it is on 

initial implant concerns like durability, infection and short-term rejection. Technologies for surface 

modification are becoming more widespread as a means of tackling these growing therapeutic 

requirements and challenges [39]. 

2.8. Plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) 

The process of anodic oxidation by spark discharge is known by various names, including ANOF, 

plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO), micro-arc oxidized (MAO), anodic spark depositing (ASD), and 

plasma chemical oxidization (PCO) [40,41]. With the right aqueous electrolytes, it is a converter 

coating process for surface cleaning a variety of metallic materials that are prone to passivity. PEO 

was also created in the first ten years of the twenty-first century for iron-based materials, which usually 

exhibit undesirable passive behavior [42,43]. Metals and nonmetals that can change surfaces are of 

interest to many researchers in this area. The protective properties of the current coating were evident 

when considering structural reliability criteria, such as corrosion and tribological performances. [44,45]. 

Furthermore, the practical outcomes have led to the development of new applications [45,46]. This 

review examines the kinetics of the discharge phenomenon models and the influence of procedural 

variables on the process [47,48] and, consequently, on the coating qualities, such as morphology and 

composition, that result [49–51]. 

2.9. Peening applications 

Several peening techniques, including traditional shot peening, ultrasound shot peening, laser 

shock peening and water cavitation peening, were thoroughly investigated and demonstrated to be 
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successful in inducing compressive residual stresses and improving fatigue durability [52,53]. Peening 

procedures, including peening by shot and laser treatment shock peening [54,55], are employed in 

order to induce residual compressive stresses on the surfaces of materials, thereby offering a safeguard 

against the propagation of cracks [56–58]. The aforementioned methodologies have been employed 

on a range of materials, encompassing hard metals that have been coated with TiCN-Al2O3 [59,60], 

high-strength steel (HSS) [61] and alloys of aluminum such as Al 2024 [62,63]. Empirical 

investigations have provided evidence that partial surface peening demonstrates significant 

effectiveness in reducing the rate of fatigue crack propagation under bending fatigue loading 

conditions [64]. Similarly, the application of shot peening has been observed to substantially diminish 

the propagation rates of minor surface cracks in Al 2024 [65]. Furthermore, recent findings have 

revealed that the application of laser shock peening exhibits the ability to augment the fatigue 

durability and mitigate the rate of crack propagation in aluminum alloys [66,67]. The aforementioned 

findings underscore the significance of employing peening techniques as a means of introducing 

compressive residual stresses to enhance both the fatigue life and resistance to crack propagation 

across diverse materials [53]. 

2.10. Characterization techniques for surface materials and coatings 

Understanding the fundamentals of surface characteristics and the methods used to modify them 

requires the use of advanced characterization techniques. Surface engineering is a field that deals with 

applications that arise in relation to surfaces. Mechanical engineers can handle prototype design, 

modeling or process testing more easily if they have experience with surface characterization. 

Analyzing chemical formulas, testing mechanical properties (such as coefficients of friction, hardness, 

toughness, fracture, wear rate, impact, scratch test and XRD), assessing thermal-chemical stability (like 

corrosion and oxidation) and also assessing surface topography (like texture and roughness) are 

characterization techniques that are pertinent in the context of tools for manufacturing and component 

surface protection, as shown in Figure 12 [68–71]. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Surface modification by ion implantations 

The primary objective of this study was to investigate the impact of nitrogen ion (N+) presence 

on the wear resistance of a WC/Co compound. At ion concentrations of 1017 and 2  1017 ions per cm2, 

low-energy N+ ions (20 and 30 keV) blasted the WC-Co samples. Tribological tests were compared to 

a 100Cr6 pin that is cylindrical using four different sample types, water lubrication and Co binder 

concentrations ranging from 6.5% to 25%. An analysis of the X-ray spectra showed that implantation 

can convert the virgin surface’s original (CFC) Co structure into a more resilient amorphous phase. 

However, it was shown that non-implanted samples’ wear properties were altered by excessively 

low binder content, leading to an unstable wear regime and a shift in wear rate from 0.59  10−7      

to 2.1  10−7 mm3/(mm2·s). Due to increased Co flow and the creation of oxides (Fe2O3, Fe3O4, Co2O3 

and WO2), SEM scans revealed that the inserted worn surface had formed a transferable layer. Cobalt 

flow and carbide grain extraction were used to remove the material, and the process appeared to be 

related to oxidation mechanisms that were aggravated by an increase in energy. The coating that was 
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produced, however, protected against severe abrasion. The results showed that the samples with a 

higher content of Co had noticeably greater wear resistance, and the sensitivity of the results to the 

implanted energy of N+ ions was higher than that to dose [73–75]. 

 

Figure 12. Some types of characterization for layers and surface evaluations: (a) friction 

coefficient by pin on disc measurements, (b) adhesion strength by scratch test of layers 

deposited by PVD, (c) impact test of layers deposited by PVD, (d) EDX analysis, (e) 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [72]. 

The impact of relatively low implantation energy N+ ion implantation on the wear mechanisms 

of WC-Co composites was investigated. According to the study, non-implanted surfaces have a linear 

wear variation with Co concentration. Suddenly, a small CO content leads to an unstable wear regime 

and a threshold for wear rate[76]. 

The different energies of ion implantation of N+, which have a significant impact on modifying 

wear mechanisms, promote the Co-binder phase amorphization on the newly formed surface of the 

implant. The primary material-removing mechanisms are the pull-out of carbide grains and cobalt flow, 

which are related to oxidation reactions. The GIXRD spectra of WC-25% Co are shown in Figure 13 

both before and after the N+ ion was implanted [77–81]. 

3.2. Surface modification by PVD coatings 

Ion-sputter deposition was used to study the frictional characteristics of CrVxN coatings with 

varying vanadium (V) contents at high temperatures. The objective was to understand the fundamentals 

of coating friction behavior and examine the stick-slip phenomenon. Stick-slip test outcomes performed 

at slow sliding speeds were contrasted with actual contact circumstances. A novel approach that 

integrates coating high-temperature friction research with micro-tribology for stick-slip analysis was 

developed to address this issue at various scales. A friction-wear test rig is a device used to measure 

the amount of wear and friction between two surfaces in contact under controlled conditions ranging 

from 25 to 700 °C. It was used for the tribological studies. 
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Figure 13. Pre- and post-N+ ion implantation grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) 

spectra for WC-25% Co were obtained [76]. 

For tests at temperatures up to 500 °C, a novel ball-on-flat device with a heated chamber was 

developed to study stick-slip phenomena. It was discovered that adding up to 27–35 wt% V to CrVxN 

coatings improves their tribological properties by increasing their hardness, fracture resistance and 

grain size. Strong sticking effects were observed in friction experiments using CrVxN coatings at room 

temperature. High stick-slip characteristics were related to mechanical interlocking, adherence on 

contact sites, the surface becoming softer, a high texture and the transmission of substantial amounts 

of iron oxide. Low wear and slip-stick properties under frictional conditions of V0.35Cr0.65N were 

observed at elevated temperatures (500–700 °C) due to the development of the V2O5 oxide phases with 

one another, making it simple to crush tribofilms at their interfaces on rubbed surfaces [82]. 

For CrVxN coatings with various vanadium contents, the impacts of ambient temperature effects 

on stick-slip, wear and pin-on-plate phenomena were investigated. SRV and stick-slip tests showed 

good associations with one another. At temperatures as high as 500 °C, it was discovered that adding 

vanadium to the CrVxN coating (up to 35%) improved its tribological characteristics and reduced 

friction and wear. The increased hardness, toughness and smaller particle size of the vanadium-

containing CrN coatings were attributed to changes in tribological characteristics at room temperature, 

as shown in Figure 14. In spite of being exposed to high temperatures (500–700 °C), V0.35Cr0.65N 

showed a low wear rate. When used at temperatures exceeding 600 °C, coatings with a high vanadium 

concentration were shown to be inappropriate [83]. 

Coatings of TiAlN can be created, and their characteristics can be enhanced using pulsed DC 

magnetron sputtering. Still, adding further substances or elements to the TiAlN coat might improve it 

even more. Pulse sputtering with TiAlN alterations may produce coatings that are very attractive. 

Table 4 summarizes the mechanical characteristics of the TiAlN coating before (as coated) and 

following the hardening test process up to 900 °C. These results show the performance of the coatings 

at higher temperatures and their potential for usage in cutting tool applications [84]. 
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Figure 14. Friction coefficient of CrVxN [83]. 

Table 4. Characteristics of coated TiAlN, CrTiAlN and CrTiAlSiN [84]. 

Coating Substrate 

bias 

Layer 

thickness 

(µm) 

Layer 

hardness 

(GPa) 

Young’s 

modulus as 

dep. (GPa) 

Coating 

thickness 

(µm) 

Hardness 

(GPa) 

Y. modulus 

(GPa) 

TiAlN 50.00 3.41 26.00 280.00 3.31 13.01 242.01 

TiAlN 120.00 2.61 41.00 310.00 2.62 12.81 231.00 

CrTiAlN 30.00 2.80 24.00 267.00 2.92 18.51 270.01 

CrTiAlN 120.00 3.21 42.00 316.00 3.22 20.00 275.01 

CrTiAlSiN 30.00 2.41 18.00 243.00 2.40 26.70 275.01 

CrTiAlSiN 120.00 2.91 44.00 303.00 2.90 25.00 284.01 

TiAlN-based hard and resistant-to-wear coatings were effectively deposited using the pulsed 

magnetron sputter method. It has been demonstrated that the TiAlN coating’s shape is impacted by the 

addition of components such as Si and C or Si and Cr. In contrast to Si, which produced a more 

structureless, glass-like morphology, XRD examination showed that Cr produced a columnar coating 

morphology (Figure 15). 

Additionally, the use of Cr improved the coating’s adherence. With an indentation hardness     

of 40 GPa, nanocrystalline coatings with hardness values approaching the superhard area were able to 

be deposited using the pulsed sputter method. Furthermore, tempering experiments were carried out in 

an ambient atmosphere, and the findings revealed that CrTiAlN and CrTiAlSiN coatings behaved 

better than TiAlN coatings. Based on their claimed attributes and first-turn test results, these pulsing 

sputter-generated coatings show a great deal of potential for use as hard and resistant cutting      

tools [85,86]. 
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Figure 15. Different substrate bias voltages were used to study XRD on Cr, Si, TiAlN 

coating phases [86]. 

TiAlN/AlN multilayers have garnered significant interest due to their potential for modulating 

mechanical and tribological properties through variations in their design. This study employed TiAlN 

single-layer, TiAlN/AlN intermixed-multilayer, and nano-multilayer coatings produced through 

reactive magnetron sputtering using TiAl and Al targets. The goal was to determine how the multiple-

layer design affected the coatings’ thermal and tribological characteristics. 

X-ray diffraction was used to examine the microstructures of the films, and XPS tests were carried 

out to ascertain their chemical make-up. Wear tests were used to look into the mechanical qualities, 

while the methods of differential thermal analysis (DTA) and thermogravimetric analysis, also known 

as TGA, were used to assess thermal behavior. Reactive magnetron sputtering was used to create 

single-layer, intermixed-multilayer and nanolayered coatings of TiAlN/AlN in a gas combination of 

Ar and N2. 

As can be seen in the X-ray diffractograms of Figure 16, the experimental results showed that the 

TiAlN single layer had a cubic structure of TiAlN with a (111) preferred orientation. Within the single 

TiAlN film, the respective atomic percentages were Ti 27%, Al 23%, N 48% and O 2%. The TiAlN 

single layer displayed brittle failure wear at 400 °C with a moderate load of 1 N applied, with wearing 

test grooves revealing areas where the coating was totally gone [87,88]. 

Through continuous deposition on rotating substrates that had both TiAl and Al targets turned on, 

TiAlN and AlN-i were made possible. Both substances were intermixed to form a single layer that only 

produced a cubic TiAlN phase, which had a larger aluminum content compared to the TiAlN sample 

used as a reference but a lower level of order. The total composition of the coatings’ primary 

components was revealed by the depth profile to be Ti 19%, Al 38%, N 39% and O 4%. 

In the meantime, just one target was alternately shuttered to produce multilayer TiAlN or AlN-n. 

The expected growth process was confirmed by the equal distribution of the XPS Al signal into the 

two molecules TiAlN and AlN. Al 40%, N 36%, Ti 23% and O 1% were the major components of the 

coatings overall, according to the depth profile. Table 5 displays the results in summary [87]. 
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Figure 16. XRD of TiAlN multilayers TiAlN/AlN [87]. 

Table 5. The friction coefficient (µ), wear rate and their respective standard deviations 

were measured at two different temperatures, namely, 30 and 400 °C [87]. 

Coating layer Temp. (°C) Rate of wear  

(mm3/N/m) × 10−6 

σWR Friction 

coefficient 

σµ 

TiAlN 30.00 5.110 3.00 0.5601 0.0261 

400.00 8.900 2.00 0.5601 0.0241 

TiAlN/AlN-n 30.00 4.420 5.00 0.5401 0.0231 

400.00 1.351 5.00 0.3301 0.0210 

TiAlN/AlN-i 30.00 4.191 4.00 0.5401 0.0181 

400.00 1.421 5.00 0.5301 0.0251 

WC-Co 30.00 15.81 3.00 0.6401 0.0261 

400.00 19.01 5.00 0.6601 0.0251 

3.3. Surface material modification by laser 

Numerous scientific fields have found use for lasers, including photographic chemistry, 

microscopy, lunar laser varying and nuclear fusion, in addition to fields like materials processing and 

spectroscopy. The coherency and monochromaticity of the laser beam, which allow it to travel in a 

straight path with little deviance and to be generated in a broad range of light intensities, beam types, 

and wavelengths, are the sources of the laser beam’s versatility [79,89] by harnessing a laser’s heat 

energy to change the material’s properties, metal surfaces can be modified using laser technology. The 

use of a laser for processing offers a number of benefits over more traditional techniques, including 

localized surface heating that does not alter the properties of the substrate material or cause damage, 

high operational precision and speed and lower costs. Utilizing a laser’s heat energy to alter the surface 

characteristics of a material is how laser technology is used to modify metal surfaces [90,91]. 
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The processes include laser alloying, transformational hardening, surface amorphization, shock 

hardening, cladding, and glazing. Various techniques can be employed to alter the properties of laser-

enabled surfaces. These approaches vary in terms of the modifications they make to the surface 

structure of the material and the rate of energy absorption. Laser surface processing has a number of 

benefits over traditional techniques for selective surface hardening, including the development of a 

fine-grained and uniform microstructure, minimal creation of non-equilibrium and amorphous 

structures, minimal thermal damage to the underlying substrate, reduced grain development and 

distortion and an increase in the solid solubility of alloying elements. With the bulk of the qualities 

remaining unchanged, these advantages can be exploited to improve mechanical properties like 

hardness, strength, toughness, fatigue resistance and corrosion resistance [78]. 

Tungsten carbide ceramic powders with 12% Co were applied using air plasma spraying to a 

stainless steel substrate, producing two types of coatings with different porosities and splat 

morphologies. After that, the samples that were coated were subjected to CO2 laser treatment in an 

inert atmosphere while several tests were conducted to optimize the laser’s settings. The thickness of 

the spray coatings had an impact on the melt depth and microscopic structures attained, as shown by 

the characterization of the laser-treated surfaces and their comparison to the as-sprayed surfaces. Both 

samples underwent laser melting, resulting in the phases Co3W3C, Co3W9C4 and W, as depicted in 

Figures 17 and 18. Co3W3C, Co3W9C4, and W phases were created during the observed increase in 

Co3W3C, Co3W9C4 and W phases that had developed throughout the cermet layer’s growth, which is 

why its hardness was seen to rise. 

Nevertheless, air plasma spraying frequently yields cermet layers that are sprayed with flaws, 

including porosity and poor substrate contact. Two distinct coating types were sprayed at various 

standoff distances to address this (as shown in Figures 17 and 18) the comparison of coating deposited 

at standoff distance 80 and 100 mm showed decreased permeability, less thickness, and a superior 

interface. The hardness of the coating was further increased by adding tungsten carbide to the base 

metal. In contrast to thick coatings, thin sprayed coatings showed greater microhardness and fewer 

defects such as porosity and HAZ (as illustrated in Figures 19–22) [92–99]. 

 

Figure 17. The thickness of the coating and its defects were evaluated for the layer sprayed 

at a standoff distance of 80 mm [55]. 
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Figure 18. The thickness of the coating and its defects were assessed for the layer sprayed 

at a standoff distance of 100 mm[55]. 

 

Figure 19. An analysis of the heat affected zone and interface close to the HAZ in 

comparison to the laser-treated location for both S-1 and S-2 samples [55]. 

 

Figure 20. Analyzing the variation in composition as it relates to the S-1 sample’s laser-

melted zone’s depth [55]. 
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Figure 21. Investigating how the composition varies along the depth of the laser-melted 

zone in the S-2 sample [55]. 

 

Figure 22. The microhardnesses of the S-1 and S-2 samples were compared across their 

cross sections [55]. 

The coatings passed through melting by the pulsed Nd: YAG lasers, as shown in Figure 23. In 

order to achieve a consistent microstructure and reduce the occurrence of surface porosity, microcracks, 

and partially or completely unmelted regions, plasma-sprayed Al2O3 with the addition of 40 wt% TiO2 

was employed, as illustrated in Figure 24. The surface microscopic structure, chemical composition, 

microhardness, and roughness of both the as-sprayed and laser-melted coatings were analyzed using a 

profilometer, X-ray diffraction, Vickers hardness, and SEM-EDX, as depicted in Figure 25. These 

examinations were conducted at power densities of 640 and 800 kW/cm2. 

As evidenced by the inclusion of a stable Al2O3 phase and an Al2TiO5 phase with a segmented 

fracture network in both laser-melted coatings, the use of laser melting has improved the coating’s 

surface uniformity. The observed results in Figure 23 indicate a reduction in average surface roughness 

and an increase in surface microhardness, which suggest the formation of a uniform microstructure. 

This phenomenon was achieved by varying the laser power density within the range of 640         

to 800 kW/cm2. These findings support the use of pulsed laser melting to improve or alter the surface 

characteristics of coatings made of plasma-sprayed Al2O3 and 40 wt% TiO2 [98]. 
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Figure 23. A diagrammatic representation illustrates the system with pulsed Nd:YAG laser [98]. 

 

Figure 24. The exterior morphologies of A40T are displayed in (a) the spray-applied form 

and (b, c) the laser-melted coats of LM-1 and LM-2 [98]. 

A Ti6Al4V alloy’s microstructure and wear properties were improved for implant applications 

using laser surface melting (LSM). Using input energies of 42 and 68 J/mm2, respectively, the alloy 

substrate was burned at 250 and 400 W with a scan speed of 5 mm/s. The outcomes showed that the 

rapid cooling rates, ranging from 2.25 × 10−3 to 1.41 × 10−3 K/s during LSM, caused the substrate’s 

equiaxed microstructure to transform into a mixture with an acicular matrix after LSM. The thickness 

of the remelted zone rose with increasing energy input, going from 779 to 802 to 1173 to 1199 nm. 

The alloy’s grain size also grew from 4.8 to 154–199 nm as a result of the experiment’s sluggish 

cooling speeds. As a result of the increased hardness brought about by LSM, the Ti6Al4V alloy had 

the lowest in vitro degradation rate of 3.38 × 10−4 mm3/N·m compared to the unmodified substrate, 

which had a wear rate of 6.82 × 10−4 mm3/N·m. 

The results of the investigation indicated that higher cooling rates during laser melting at 250 W 

resulted in finer microstructural features than those at 400 W, as illustrated in Figure 26. Additionally, 

it was found that the Ti6Al4V alloy substrate that had been formed had an average hardness that 

was 15% to 22% lower than that of the melted region. When compared to the untreated         

substrate (6.82 × 10−4 mm3/N·m), the samples treated at 250 W likewise had the lowest in vitro wear 

rate (3.38 × 10−4 mm3/N·m), as shown in Figure 27. The improved in vitro tribological performance 

was most likely caused by the laser-treated materials’ increased hardness and resistance to corrosion 

as well as layers of passive oxide production [100]. 
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Figure 25. The microstructures of the Ti6Al4V alloy were analyzed using high 

magnification FESEM, including (a) the substrate in its as-received state, (b) the substrate 

that underwent laser melting at 250 W with 2 passes and (c) the substrate that underwent 

laser melting at 400 W with 2 passes [100]. 

 

Figure 26. A comparison was conducted to evaluate the Ti6Al4V alloy in vitro wear rates 

with and with no laser surface melting [100]. 

3.4. Thermal protection as a surface modification technique for materials 

3.4.1. Thermal barrier coatings as a means of thermal protection 

In gas turbines or aero engines that run at high temperatures, coatings with thermal barriers (TBCs) 

are complex material systems that are often applied to metallic surfaces. By using thermal insulating 

materials to protect components from high and sustained heat loads, these coatings serve as a method 

of exhaust heat control. As a result, structural components are not exposed to as much heat during 

operation, which lowers oxidation and fatigue caused by heat and lengthens part life. In some turbine 

applications, coatings with thermal barriers (TBCs) for fluids functioning at temperatures greater than 

the metal airfoil’s melting point may be possible when combined with active film cooling. There are 

four layers that make up a TBC: a metal base, a metal bond coating, thermally generated oxide and a 

ceramic topcoat. Low conductivity yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ), which is stable at standard 

operating temperatures, is typically used as the ceramic topcoat. Though they have a lower fracture 

toughness than YSZ, new ceramics (rare earth zirconates) have been found in recent tests to perform 
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better at temperatures above 1200 °C. The ceramic layer produces the TBC’s biggest thermal gradient 

and maintains a cooler temperature in the bottom layers than the surface [101]. 

 

Figure 27. System for coating thermal barriers [101]. 

A few of the degradation modes that can cause thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) to fail include 

molten deposit deterioration, hot corrosion, rapid oxidation and mechanical rumpling of the bond coat 

under heat cycle exposure (especially in aviation engines). Thermal fatigue and substantial lifespan 

reduction of the metal are both caused by oxidation, which can also tear off portions of the TBC. Three 

types of TBC systems are commonly distinguished: graded, duplex and triplex [102]. 

A bonding metal film and a ceramic topcoat make up the double-coated structure of the traditional 

thermal barrier coating (TBC) approach. For a number of reasons, modern TBCs feature a ceramic 

overcoat that is separated into layers. One illustration is the double-layer system, which blends modern 

materials like pyrochlores or perovskites as the topcoat layers with traditional yttria-stabilized 

zirconia (YSZ) as the bottom layer. When compared to normal YSZ, these systems have shown greater 

temperature performance. The temperatures and gas pressures of modern gas turbines are higher, which 

results in a higher percentage of radiative heat flow. It is possible to prevent this radiation from heating 

up metal substrates by using coatings with increased reflectivity. Suspension plasma spraying is an 

efficient way to produce these coatings, which are sprayed on top of the TBC system and further 

enhance the coating’s grade and performance [103]. 

Particular outputs that exceed the strength threshold of typical aluminum piston alloys have been 

produced as a result of the thermal loadings produced by certain diesel engine applications. A common 

method for improving the operational effectiveness of diesel engines’ high-temperature components is 

the use of functionally graded coatings. Thermal barrier coatings are now being evaluated in an effort 

to increase component durability and provide a technique to lessen heat rejection. Thermal barrier 

coating systems are investigated using a finite element model that takes into account the effects of 

boundary conditions, residual stress, coating thickness and material properties. A transitional zone 

connects the metallic bond barrier to the cermet layer in the coatings mentioned above, and 

subsequently the cermet layer to the ceramic layer. The deposition of NiCrAl, NiCrAl + MgZrO3 and 

MgZrO3 metallic, ceramic and powdered ceramics onto the substrate was regulated by thermal studies. 

The numerical results of steel and AlSi-made pistons were compared and contrasted. 
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The findings show that both AlSi alloy and steel pistons’ maximum surface temperatures 

significantly increased as a result of the functional graded coating, with a 28% rise for the former and 

a 17% increase for the latter [104–106]. 

To compare the temperature distributions of an aluminum alloy piston with and without a ceramic 

coating, a comparative analysis was done. It was discovered that covering pistons with ceramic 

improves their maximum surface temperature. In particular, compared to uncoated pistons, the 

application of a zirconia stabilized with magnesium oxide (ZrMgO3) coating improved performance 

by about 28%, a mullite (3Al2O3-2SiO2) coating improved performance by about 22%, and an 

alumina (Al2O3) coating improved performance by about 21%. 

The use of a ceramic coating on an aluminum alloy piston raises the temperature in the engine’s 

combustion chamber and improves the thermal durability of the underlying metal, according to the 

results of software simulations. As shown in the Ansys simulations (Figure 28), the rise in combustion 

chamber temperature causes the engine’s thermal efficiency to increase [106–109]. 

 

Figure 28. Simulation of thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) for piston diesel engines made 

of aluminum alloy using Ansys software[108]. 

Gadolinium zirconate (Gd2Zr2O7, GZ) was employed in plasma spraying to generate a double-

ceramic-layered (DCL) thermal barrier coating system. 

The system consisted of a bottom ceramic layer composed of partially stabilized Y2O3 at 4.5 mol% 

and a toughened gadolinium zirconate (Gd2Zr2O7) ceramic layer on top. The reaction of the DCL 

coating to thermal stress was examined. The fracture toughness of the matrix was improved by 

fortifying the GZ top ceramic layer with nanostructured 3 mol% Y2O3 and partially stabilized ZrO2 (3YSZ). 

The single-ceramic-layered (SCL) GZ-3YSZ composite coating’s resistance to thermal shock was 

significantly outperformed by the DCL coating in this test. Two things are thought to have contributed 

to this improvement: First, the incorporation of nanostructured YSZ particles boosted the fracture 

toughness of the top ceramic layer; and second, the use of 4.5 YSZ as the bottom ceramic layer 

improved stress tolerance. Additionally, the uppermost ceramic layer’s comparatively poor fracture 

toughness and the bond coat’s oxidation are principally blamed for the failures. A comparison of the 

DCL’s surface image coatings in both their as-sprayed and thermally shocked stages is shown in Figure 29. 
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The coating’s spallation is typically seen in a single chunk rather than gradually and unevenly, as seen 

in Figure 30b. 

The top ceramic layer’s extreme spalling and apparent tearing off are clearly visible. Furthermore, 

under the circumstances of thermal shock experiments, it can be seen that the crack starts near the 

coated specimens’ periphery. The elevated stress levels present at the specimens’ edges are to blame 

for the observed phenomena. After a thermal shock test, Figure 30 depicts the resulting microstructure 

of the DCL coating’s spallation zone. The integrity of the bottom ceramic layer of the 4.5YSZ remains 

even in the spallation zone, as seen by the similar structure to the as-sprayed situation and strong 

adherence to the bond coat. 

The thermal barrier coating (TBC) made of 4.5 mol% yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) is 

recognized for its exceptional thermal conductivity and long cycling durability at high temperatures 

up to 1473 K. The superior adhesion of the 4.5 YSZ bottom ceramic layer to the bond coat was 

observed after conducting the study’s thermal stress test. Figure 31a,b illustrates [110–112]. 

 

Figure 29. The DCL coating has been captured in surface photographs that depict its 

appearance in two different conditions: both as-sprayed and thermally shocked, (a)    

and (b) [112]. 

 

Figure 30. The DCL coating’s microstructure after thermal shock is shown in cross-section [112]. 
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According to its thermal shock cycle lifetime, which was over three times longer than that of the 

monolithic GZ coating and two times longer than that of the GZ-YSZ coating, the GZ-YSZ/4.5YSZ 

DCL coating was shown to have a significantly increased level of thermal shock resistance. 

NiCoCrAlY coatings have been widely produced using thermal barrier coating (TBC) systems, which 

use them as acceptable bond coatings thanks to physical vapor deposition electron beam (PVD-EB) or 

as efficient oxidation resistance coatings. 

The oxidation resistance of the coatings is compromised by the inherent imperfections resulting 

from the EB-PVD process. The investigation illustrated in Figure 31 scrutinized the deposition of 

NiCoCrAlY coatings through the utilization of physical vapor deposition (PVD) technique, 

subsequently modified via electron beam. The elevated energy of metal ions and higher mobility of 

adatoms are responsible for the substructure that was detected on the new coatings’ surfaces of each 

particle. It was observed that grains had a strongly (111)-oriented crystallographic microstructure. The 

coatings’ endurance was demonstrated in comparison to coatings created using conventional EB-PVD, 

with a noticeable improvement. Furthermore, the oxidation performance at a temperature of 1373 K 

demonstrated that the innovative coatings possessed exceptional resistance to oxidation, as shown in 

Figures 32 and 33 [113–115]. 

According to the PA coatings have a stable grain texture with crystallography (1:1) and a terraced 

grain substructure. Due to the unique structural properties of the PA coating, it was found that its 

toughness was greatly increased when compared to the typical coating produced using EB-PVD. It 

was discovered that the PA coating caused a mass increase of 0.950 mg/cm2 after the material 

underwent 100 hours of isothermal oxidation at 1373 K. The fact that this number was discovered to 

be two thirds of the mass gain seen for the EB coating suggested that the growth scale rate for the PA 

coating was less rapid. As shown in Figure 33, the PA coating was found to have very little spallation 

and Y-rich oxides. The twin structure may be able to improve the coating’s ability to resist oxidation. 

To further understand the related mechanism, more study must be done. It is advised that cyclic 

oxidation tests be performed to examine the benefits brought on by the coating’s enhanced toughness [115]. 

 

Figure 31. Examining the coatings’ as-deposited fracture morphologies, (a) EBPVD, (b) PA-EBPVD [115]. 
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Figure 32. Analyzing the bending test outcomes: (a) photo micrographs of the surfaces 

and (b) cross sections for PA sample and (c, d) EB sample [115]. 

 

Figure 33. After 100 hours of oxidation, the coatings were imaged through 

photomicrographs of (a) EB and (b) PA sample surfaces, as well as (c) EB and (d) PA 

sample cross-sectional micrographs [115]. 
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3.4.2. Thin gold protection radiation heat load in the system for cooling heat pipes 

Research shows that the hydrogen heat pipeline (HHP) target cryogenic, which has a thin layer 

of gold coating, needs to be put through an external testing procedure before it can be used in the 

Cooler Synchrotron (COSY). With the aid of gravity, a gold-coated heating tube with a diameter of 5 mm 

was created and tested. This heat pipe’s function is to speed up the cooling process of a hydrogen liquid 

target used in COSY’s external beam tests. Research was conducted to ascertain the impact of reducing 

the heat pipe diameter from 7 to 5 mm in order to obtain a narrow target diameter. In order to reduce 

the radiation heat load, the effects of adding a polished gold layer to the heat pipe’s outside surface as 

well as using a heat pipe without 20 layers of aluminum-coated mylar foil for super insulation were 

explored. Through testing, both with and without the use of 20 layers of superinsulation, the 

effectiveness of the gold-coated heat pipes was determined. In order to highlight the advantages and 

disadvantages of each situation, a comparison was made between their functioning characteristics. The 

heat pipe’s efficiency was improved by lowering its surface emissivity, which was accomplished by 

covering its exterior with polished gold and reducing its diameter from 7 to 5 mm. As a result of this 

adjustment, both the heat load and the heat capacity decreased [116,117]. 

The duration of the cooling process, from the initiation of cooling until the LH2 reaches the 

intended cell, is reduced from 48 to 44 minutes when superinsulation is not present. The equation for 

blackbody radiation can be employed for the purpose of quantifying the thermal radiation present in 

the surrounding environment. 

One approach to decreasing the heat radiation load on the gas tube involves reducing its surface 

area from 177 to 38 cm2. This can be accomplished by shortening the tube from 180 to 40 cm in length 

as illustrated in Figure 34. This modification also results in a reduction in the heat capacity of the tube. 

The emissivity of a gas tube can be reduced by subjecting it to high polishing prior to and subsequent 

to the application of a very thin gold coating [118]. 

Consequently, the enhancement of the liquefaction efficiency of gases can be attributed to the 

reduction in power dissipation. Table 7 displays the heat load resulting from blackbody radiation for a 

stainless-steel gas tube with a diameter of 0.3 cm and a length of 180 cm in the absence of gold coating 

and aluminum shielding. The heat load is reported to be 3.1 W for the entire length of the tube and 0.64 W 

for a length of 40 cm. 

 

Figure 34. A gas tube of 0.3 cm diameter at lengths of (a) 40 cm and (b) 180 cm [118]. 
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The primary aim of this study is to decrease the cool-down time of a heat pipe with specific 

characteristics, including a 7 mm diameter, a gold coating, and a shorter gas tube. Additionally, the 

cool-down time will be enhanced by a 10% increase for both liquid hydrogen (LH2) and liquid 

deuterium (LD2). Modifying the surface characteristics and dimensions of the gas tube can effectively 

decrease the heat radiation load on the target, thereby enhancing the cooling rate. Due to the gas tube’s 

weight dropping from 38 to 13 g, the system’s total heat capacity was reduced by a factor of three. 

A 40 cm short gas tube’s heat burden decreased by a factor of 52 [119,120]. 

Table 7. Summarized the heat loads from radiation and conduction for the two gas tubes length [118]. 

Gas tube 

length (cm) 

Radiation heat load 

on a non-isolated 

system (W) 

Radiation heat load on an 

isolated system without 

gold coating (W) 

Radiation heat load, 

isolated system with 

gold coating (W) 

Conduction 

heat load (W) 

Total heat 

load with gold 

coating (W) 

180 3.1 2.39 × 10−3 1.07 × 10−4 1.01 × 10−6 1.08 × 10−4 

40 0.642 5.50 × 10−4 2.40 × 10−5 2.03 × 10−5 4.40 × 10−5 

4. Conclusion 

This paper gives a thorough summary of the methods used today for surface modification in the 

field of engineering materials protection, with a focus on enhancing their mechanical and thermal 

characteristics. Researchers are particularly interested in the various applications of surface coatings, 

ion implantations and laser beam treatment. 

These techniques offer benefits such as corrosion and wear resistance, thermal protection, reduced 

thermal load and improved hardness. The application of coating technology involves the addition of 

layers such as TiC, TiN, TiCN, SiVxN, TiB, CrN, TiAlN, TiAlON and TiAlC, with the aim of 

enhancing specific properties. For instance, in cutting tool applications, coating technology is utilized 

to increase the hardness and resistance to wear of the tool. 

The characteristics of PVD-deposited films are influenced by a multitude of factors, including 

layer composition, monolayer and duplex structures, graded layers, multilayer configurations, reactive 

gas proportions and substrate temperature. 

The utilization of ion implantation has emerged as a compelling method for the treatment of 

industrial tooling. Smooth surfaces and hard, multi-layered coatings exhibited superior wear resistance. 

The surface properties of materials can be enhanced through the process of ion implantation, which 

involves the introduction of ions such as nitrogen, carbon or boron under varying conditions. 

The enhancement of the lifespan of parts exposed to high temperatures can be achieved by 

incorporating protective layers, as proposed by TBC. 

Thermal barrier coatings’ (TBCs’) long-term durability is impacted by the thermally grown 

oxide (TGO) between the ceramic and bond coat at elevated temperatures. One of the primary factors 

contributing to the failure of interdiffusion that takes place inside the bond coat and at the bond coat 

and substrate interface is a characteristic of thermal barrier coatings (TBCs). 

When compared to layers produced using physical vapor deposition using an electron      

beam (EB-PVD), layers deposited using plasma-assisted electron beam deposition (PA-EBPVD) have 

better properties. 
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Laser-based methodologies were found to improve the surface characteristics of engineering 

materials, including but not limited to hardness, wear resistance and surface roughness. These 

improvements can be achieved through a variety of techniques, whether applied to bulk materials or 

coated layers. 

Plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) coatings exhibit enhanced thermal, mechanical, and 

corrosion properties. 

Peening techniques are crucial for enhancing strength against fatigue by reducing crack growth. 

These techniques have the ability to optimize stress distribution on the surface of a component while 

limiting deformation. Additionally, they can induce deeper residual compressive stresses in the layers 

and refine the microstructure of the strained surface layer. These advancements make peening 

techniques highly promising for various significant applications in engineering in the foreseeable future. 

Enhancing the operational efficiency of heat pipes utilized in low-temperature COSY targets can 

be achieved by using a gold coating that is applied in a thin layer. 
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